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Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

1: 3 CTW Pink Sapphire Huggie Hoop Earrings 18K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a pair of 18 karat yellow gold genuine pink sapphire huggie style hoop earrings. There is approximately 3.2 carats of round,
faceted genuine pink sapphires that are prong set in the earrings. The earrings are approximately 3/4" diameter and 6.5 mm wide.
They weigh 5.2 grams (3.2dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-3/33

2 CT Citrine Novemeber Birthstone Ring 10K

USD 750 - 900

This is a 10 karat yellow gold citrine ring. The approximate 2 carat emerald-cut golden citrine is prong-set in a simply stunning
setting. The ring is US size 8 and weighs 3.1 grams (2dwt). Citrine is the birthstone for November, but can be worn by all who enjoy
its warm, radiant beauty. This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/35

3: Gemstone Heart Bracelet Multi-Gemstone 14K HEAVY

USD 5,000 - 6,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold multi-gemstone heart bracelet. The bracelet features mined blue topaz, amethysts, citrine, peridot, and
a lab-grown ruby. The hearts are approximately 6 mm to 8 mm. The bracelet is 7.25" long and weighs 21.2 grams (13.7dwt). The
bracelet has a hidden box clasp with a safety clip. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-5/1

4: 1 CTW Blue Sapphire & Diamond Ring 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,400

This is a 14 karat yellow gold sapphire and diamond band. The approximate one carat of criss-cross princess cut blue sapphires
have a delightful play on light and are a lovely blue color. The are a double row, channel set in a side gallery halo of approximately
.25 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. The bridge of the ring is supported by a latticed under gallery.
The ring is US size 8.75 and weighs 6.4 grams (4.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/18

5: Rolex 2T Oyster Perpetual Submariner Blue Dial GTS

USD 17,000 - 18,000

This is a genuine man's Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date Submariner wristwatch in 18 karat yellow gold and stainless steel from the year
2005 or 2006. This Rolex Submariner is Model number 16613T. It has a 40 mm case and 20 mm lug width. The dial is blue. The
stainless steel and 18 karat yellow gold bracelet is approximately 8.5" and has a deployable clasp. Serial number D365***. This
watch runs and is in good condition. A Rolex box is included with this watch.

6: Roman Coin Cuff Links 14K GF

USD 500 - 600

This is a pair of 1/20th 14 karat yellow gold-filled coin cuff links. This pair of cuff links feature replica Roman silver coins and are
approximately 1" diameter. They weigh 19.3 grams (12.4dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code:
S-4/18

7: .43 CTW Diamond Chevron Necklace 18K Yellow Gold

USD 6,500 - 7,500

This is an 18 karat yellow gold diamond chevron necklace. This necklace is crafted from 18 karat yellow gold links and approximately
.43 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near-colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds. The necklace is 16" long and has a hidden box clasp with a
safety clip. The necklace weighs 24.8 grams (15.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-13/19
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8: 1902 O Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 75 - 125

This one is a beauty! Nice full frosty luster on this New Orleans minted coin.

9: 4.5 CTW Blue Topaz Chandalier Earrings 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a pair of lovely 14 karat yellow gold sky blue topaz chandalier dangling earrings. The approximate 4.5 carats of round, oval,
and pear-shaped sky blue topaz are prong set and dangle approximately 1". They have posts with friction backs. The earrings weigh
3.4 grams (2.2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-3/1

10: Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust Swiss Watch Gents

USD 8,000 - 10,000

This is a 2006 or 2007 genuine Rolex stainless steel Datejust Oyster Perpetual man's watch. This timepiece has a 36 mm case,
black dial, and hashes for the hours. There is approximately 8" of bracelet. This is model number 116200 and the serial number is
Z049***. There is no box or papers with this watch. The watch is in very good condition and good running order. Sold as-is, whereis.
Auction Code: S-14/6

11: 18K Yellow Gold Man's Concord Watch

USD 20,000 - 25,000

This is an 18 karat yellow gold man's vintage Concord watch, model number 50-78-213. The watch features a champagne colored
dial with diamond markers and the date at the 3 o'clock. The watch has a second hand. The watch is 7.25" long with fold over clasp.
One extra link is included to make the watch 7.5" long. The case of the watch is approximately 32 mm. The watch is very slender, at
5 mm. The crystal on the watch is in very good condition. The watch as a screw down back. The watch has a tapered band. The
watch in it's entirety with the movement and extra link weighs 97.4 grams (62.6dwt). This is a preowned, estate item and in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-4/81

12: White Gold Diamond Hinged-Hoop Earrings 10K

USD 750 - 900

This is a pair of 10 karat white gold diamond hoops earrings. There is approximately .10 carats of genuine, round, faceted diamonds
that are miracle-head set in 10 karat white gold. The earrings are hinged and approximately 1" in diameter. They weigh 3.3 grams
(2.1dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/37

13: 5 CTW Faceted Onyx Gemstone Bracelet 14K

USD 3,500 - 4,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold onyx gemstone bracelet. This bracelet features approximately 5 carats of genuine, faceted black onyx,
in a kisses and hugs design. The bracelet is 7" and has a significant lobster clasp. The bracelet weighs 14.6 grams (9.4dwt). This is
a great accessory for that little black dress! This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-5/6

14: .75 CTW Diamond "Endless Flower" Ring 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond ring. The ring features approximately .75 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, I clarity
diamonds in a three stone pattern of the "Endless Flower" design. The ring is US size 10.5 and weighs 4.3 grams (2.8dwt). This is a
preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/18
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15: 1.75 CT Trilliant-Cut Blue Topaz Ring 14K

USD 625 - 750

This is a 14 karat yellow gold blue topaz ring. The approximate 1.75 carat trilliant-cut blue topaz is prong set in a ring with a slight
cathedral mounting. The ring is US size 6.75 and weighs 2.3 grams (1.5dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition.
Auction Code: S-19/34

16: .45 CTW Emerald & .10 CTW Diamond Vintage Ring 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a 14 karat yellow gold emerald and diamond ring. This vintage ring is set with approximately .45 carats of natural,
marquise-cut emeralds and .10 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near-colorless, SI clarity diamonds. This ring is US size 7 and weighs
2.7 grams (1.8dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/28

17: .58 CT Diamond Solitaire Pendant Pear Shaped 14K

USD 1,500 - 2,000

This is a 14 karat white gold diamond solitaire pendant. This approximate .58 carat, pear-shaped, near colorless, SI2-I1 diamond is
prong set in a simple 14 karat white gold mounting. The light has amazing brilliance, mild flourescence, and a small inclusion
beneath a facet near the table, noticeable with 10x magnification. This is a lovely diamond that can be worn, as is, or set into a
beautiful diamond ring. The pendant weighs .7 grams (.4dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code:
S-13/20

18: Tri-Colored Dangling Earrings 14K

USD 750 - 900

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow, white and rose gold dangling earrings. The earrings are approximately 1" long with posts and friction
backs. They weighs 3.7 grams (2.3dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-16/4

19: Genuine Opal and Diamond Bypass Ring 10K

USD 750 - 900

This is a 10 karat yellow gold genuine opal ring with a diamond accent. The genuine polished opal beads are approximately 5 mm
and the diamond is a genuine, round, faceted diamond. The ring is US size 6.5 and weighs 2.1 grams (1.3dwt). This is a preowned
item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/1

20: 1888 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 85 - 135

A 1888 Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU. A under-rated date as trying to find a nice BU 1888 P Morgan is harder than you might
think.

21: 1.15 CT Opal, 1+CTW Rubies, & Diamond Ring 14K

USD 4,000 - 5,000

This is a 14 karat white gold genuine mined opal ring with rubies and diamonds. The approximate 1.15 carat genuine, mined
pear-shaped opal is prong-set inside a halo of over 1 carat of round, faceted, genuine rubies with approximately .18 carats of round,
faceted, genuine diamonds scattered throughout. The ring has a knife-edge band and is US size 9. This ring weighs 7.5 grams
(4.8dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/1
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22: Mikimoto Pearl Strand 18K Clasp

USD 4,500 - 5,500

This is a signed Mikimoto strand of pearls with an 18 karat yellow gold clasp that sports a 3.5 mm pearl. The pearls on this strand are
approximately 7-7.25 mm and are individually knotted on silk cord. The pearls are beautifully matched and have a rose` to greenish
luster. The strand is 18" long. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-A31/2

23: 5 CTW Diamond Chevron Bracelet HEAVY! 14K

USD 10,000 - 12,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond bracelet. The approximate 5 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near-colorless, SI clarity diamonds
are prong set inside chevron-shaped designs. The bracelet is flexible and has a nice weight to it, 22.8 grams (14.6dwt). The bracelet
is 7" long and has a hidden box clasp, a safety clip and a safety chain. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction
Code: S-5/4

24: .20 CTW Diamond Cross Pendant Brooch 14K

USD 600 - 700

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond cross pendant brooch combo. The curvy cross contains approximately .20 carats of round,
faceted diamonds. The cross can be worn upright to resemble a curvy cross, or sideways to resemble "JC" in script. The cross is
approximately 1" long and weighs 2.7 grams (1.7dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-13/28

25: 1885 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice Unc.

USD 85 - 125

A 1885 Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice Uncirculated. A real nice original Silver dollar with a great strike and wonderful eye appeal.

26: Lds Croton Diamond Dial and Bezel Watch

USD 600 - 800

This is a ladies' Croton wristwatch with genuine diamonds on the dial, bezel and band. The shapely face of the watch has a sapphire
crystal and is approximately 23 mm wide. The band is approximately 6.5" in diameter and has a deployable clasp and an
approximate 16 mm lug width. The watch has a Swiss quartz movement and a screw down back. This watch runs and is in very
good condition. Auction Code: S-A31/4

27: 1.25 CTW Ruby & .10 CTW Diamond Heart Pendant 14K

USD 1,500 - 1,800

This is a 14 karat yellow gold ruby and diamond heart. This heart-shaped pendant features approximately 1.25 carats of
marquise-cut rubies and .10 carat total weigh diamonds. The heart is approximately 3/4" diameter and has a solid bail. The pendant
weighs 3.2 grams (2.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/21

28: 2 CTW Diamond Tennis Bracelet 10K

USD 4,000 - 5,000

This is a 10 karat white gold diamond bracelet. There is approximately 2 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI-I clarity
diamonds in this bracelet. The bracelet is approximately 7.25" long and has a hidden box clasp with a safety clip. The bracelet
weighs 15.5 grams (9.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-5/18
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29: Razor Blade Dangling Earrings 22K Yellow Gold

USD 750 - 900

This is a pair of 22 karat yellow gold dangling razor blade earrings. The earrings hang from European wire and are approximately
1.5". They weigh 2.3 grams (1.4dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/2

30: 1896 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice Unc.

USD 85 - 145

A frosty 1896 Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice Uncirculated condition. Little hints of gold toning over clean white surfaces. Very Nice.

31: 1.2 CTW Mystic Topaz Earrings Diamond Accent 10K

USD 700 - 800

This is a pair of 10 karat white gold Mystic Topaz and diamond accent earrings. The approximate .60 carat square shaped Mystic
Topaz stones measure 5 mm x 5 mm. They stones are prong set in a decorative mounting with accent diamonds. The earrings are
approximately 3/8" and weigh 2.8 grams (1.8dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/33

32: Mystic Topaz 3 Stone Ring with Diamonds 10K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a 10 karat yellow gold mystic topaz with accent diamond ring. The ring features 3 approximate 6 mm x 4 mm oval-shaped
mystic topaz with accent diamonds. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 1.8 grams (1.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in
excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/8

33: .50 CTW Diamond Cuff Links 14K Solid

USD 3,000 - 3,500

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow gold and diamond cuff links. The solid 14 karat gold cuff links feature approximately .50 carats of
round, brilliant-cut, near-colorless, SI clarity diamonds. the cuff links have a ribbed pattern and are approximately 3/4" diameter. They
are hallmarked 14K inside the clip. They weigh 11.5 grams (7.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction
Code: S-4/1

34: Italian Sterling Silver San Marco Necklace 53G

USD 500 - 600

This is a sterling silver San Marco necklace. The necklace is approximately 18" long and 12 mm wide. It has a hidden box clasp and
a safety clip. The clasp is hallmarked .925 and Italy. This necklace weighs 53.1 grams. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-22/2

35: Gent's 18K Presidential Rolex with Box

USD 19,000 - 20,000

This is a man's 18 karat yellow gold Presidential Rolex wristwatch. This Rolex is dated from the year 1990. It features a 36 mm case
and is 12 mm thick. It has the day and date and a sapphire crystal. The dial features luminescent markers. The bracelet is
approximately 8" and has a deployable clasp. The watch has a screw down crown. Serial number E2888** and model 18238. This
watch has an automatic movement. The Rolex box is included with this item. This genuine Rolex is in good, running condition. Sold
as-is, where is. Auction Code: S-14/24
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36: 10K GF Bulova Cal. 7AK 1948 Wristwatch Original

USD 500 - 600

This is a 10 karat yellow gold-filled unisex Bulova watch. This manual wind watch has the original Bellavance Inc band with 12C GF
Tops that expands to 7.5". The movement is 21 jewels, cal. 7AK. The case is approximately 21 mm x 28 mm. The crystal face is in
very good condition, however there are some chips on the three o'clock edge. The crown is stamped with the Bulova name. The
watch runs when wound. There is no box or papers with this watch. Sold as-is, where-is. Auction Code: S-4/29

37: 1 CTW Sapphire and Diamond Heart Pendant 14K

USD 750 - 900

This is a 14 karat white gold sapphire and diamond pendant. There is approximately .75 carats of genuine, round, faceted blue
sapphires and .25 carats of genuine, round, faceted, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds in this pendant. The heart is approximately
3/4" diameter and has rabbit ear bail. The pendant weighs 2.9 grams (1.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition.
Auction Code: S-17/3

38: Vermeil HEAVY Cuban-Link Chain Sterling Silver

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a vermeil (gold over sterling silver) heavy, flat Cuban-link chain. The chain is approximately 34" long, 13 mm wide, and 3.5
mm thick. The chain has a heavy duty lobster clasp that measures approximately 22 mm x 16 mm. The chain weighs 222.7 grams.
This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-18/19

39: 1 CT Blue Topaz and Diamond Ring 14K

USD 750 - 900

This is a 14 karat yellow gold blue topaz and diamond ring. The approximate one carat emerald-cut blue topaz is prong set between
approximately .10 carats of round, faceted diamonds. The ring is US size 6.75 and weighs 2.2 grams (1.5dwt). This is a preowned
item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/3

40: 2.5 CTW Diamond Fancy-Design Tennis Bracelet 18K

USD 8,000 - 10,000

This is an 18 karat yellow and white gold diamond tennis bracelet. There is approximately 2.5 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, SI clarity diamonds in this curvy, elegant bracelet. The diamonds stations in this bracelet are divided by 18 karat yellow
gold beads. The bracelet is approximately 7.5" long. The bracelet has a hidden box clasp and weighs 18.5 grams (11.9dwt). This is a
preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-5/14

41: 1 CTW Round & Baguette Diamond Pendant 14K

USD 1,600 - 1,800

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond pendant. There is approximately 1 carat of round, brilliant-cut and baguette, near-colorless,
SI2 diamonds in this pendant. The pendant is approximately 3/4" diameter and weighs 3.3 grams (2.1dwt). The pendant hangs from
a rabbit ear bail. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/4

42: Diamond Earrings Fancy Design 10K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a pair of 10 karat yellow gold diamond earrings. These earrings feature a fancy swirl design and approximately .10 carats of
genuine, round, faceted diamonds. The earrings are approximately 1.5" long and weigh 4.8 grams (3dwt). This is a preowned item in
excellent condition. Auction Code: S-17/38
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43: 1 CTW Garnet "Thai Princess" Ring 18K

USD 1,500 - 2,000

This is an 18 karat yellow gold Thai-princess style ring with approximately 1 carat of round, faceted, genuine garnets. The color of
the garnets is gorgeous! The center garnet is set in a bezel and inside a sunburst with a white gold reeded edge. The ring is US size
6.5 and weighs 4.8 grams (3.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/14

44: 14K Gold Baguette & Round Diamond Heart Pendant

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat white gold baguette and round diamond pendant. This pendant is practically a heart within another heart and is
made of approximately 1 carat of baguette and round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, I clarity diamonds. This brilliant, sparkly diamond
heart pendant is approximately 3/4" in diameter and weighs 3.8 grams (2.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-13/10

45: .20 CTW Emerald & .32 CTW Diamond Ring 14K

USD 1,500 - 1,800

This is a 14 karat yellow gold emerald and diamond ring. There is approximately .20 carats of square, faceted, genuine emeralds in
this ring that are surrounded by approximately .32 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, I clarity diamonds. The ring is US size
6 and weighs 4.8 grams (3.1dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-19/35

46: Jose Hess 1.5 CTW Diamond Collar Necklace 14K

USD 12,000 - 15,000

This is a signed Jose Hess 14 karat yellow gold diamond collar neckace. This lovely smooth gold collar necklace is hinged and has
an approximate interior diameter of 4.5". There is approximately 1.5 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, VS-SI diamonds in
this necklace. This is an approximate 15" necklace. This necklace has a serial number of 1363**! This necklace weighs 39 grams
(25.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-7/14

47: .50 CTW Pave Diamond Heart Ring

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is an electronically tested 14 karat white gold pave diamond ring. This ring features approximately .50 carats of natural, mined,
round, faceted diamonds in a heart-shaped pattern. The ring is US size 4.25 and weighs 4.9 grams (3.1dwt). This is a preowned item
in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-7/19

48: 1 CTW Ruby & Diamond Inside/Out Hoop Earrings 18K

USD 3,000 - 3,500

This is a pair of 18 karat white gold ruby and diamond hoop earrings. There is approximately 1 carat total gem weight between the
rubies and the diamonds. The hinged hoop earrings feature approximately .38 carats of round, faceted genuine rubies on the outside
and approximately .62 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near-colorless, SI clarity diamonds on the inside. The earrings are approximately
1.25" diameter and weigh 10.7 grams (6.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item. Auction Code: S-A26/1:49

49: Nephrite Jade and 14K Yellow Gold Bead Strand

USD 1,500 - 1,800

This is a strand of polished nephrite jade with 14 karat yellow gold ribbed and smooth bead dividers. The jade beads are
approximately 8 mm and are strung on a fine link chain. The jade is divided by 8 mm ribbed 14 karat yellow gold beads and 3 mm
polished 14 karat yellow gold beads. The strand is 24" long and has a spring ring clasp. The strand weighs 43.4 grams (27.9dwt)
This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/4
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50: 1900 Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice Unc.

USD 75 - 120

1900 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice Uncirculated. A very nice flashy example of this turn of the century Silver Morgan Dollar. Very
pretty.

51: 1.8 CTW Garnet Ring Flower Design 14K

USD 700 - 900

This is a 14 karat yellow gold garnet ring. The approximate 1.8 carats of pear-shaped, faceted garnets are arranged in a flower
design with a plumeria-style golden flower in the center. The ring is US size 6 and weighs 2.3 grams (1.4dwt). This is a preowned,
estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/5

52: .50 Carat Iolite and Diamond Pendant 14K

USD 750 - 900

This is a 14 karat yellow gold iolite and diamond pendant. The approximate .50 carat oval iolite is prong-set and accented with
approximately .05 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI diamonds. The pendant is approximately 7/8" and weighs 1.9
grams (1.1dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/38

53: Signed 14K Yellow Gold Jadeite Dragon Pendant

USD 2,000 - 2,400

This is a 14 karat yellow gold pendant with an Asian script design and a light green jadeite disc with a carved dragon that is
approximately 2" in diameter. The gold is stamped 14K and has an Asian hallmark and what appears to be the initials TT. The entire
pendant weighs 39.3 grams. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-A31/11

54: Keepsake Past, Present, Future Diamond Pendant 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a Keepsake 14 karat yellow gold diamond past, present, and future pendant. This 3-stone diamond pendant is crafted in
polished 14 karat yellow gold and features approximately .43 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, I clarity diamonds. This
pendant is approximately 1" long and weighs 1.4 grams (.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code:
S-13/26

55: .50 CTW Diamond & .50 CTW Sapphire Ring 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a 14 karat white gold blue sapphire and diamond ring. The approximate .25 carat round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity
diamond is prong set amidst approximately .50 carats or round, faceted, genuine blue sapphires and .25 carats of round, brilliant-cut,
near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. The ring is Us size 4.25 and weighs 4.5 grams (2.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-19/37

56: Butterfly on Pearl Flower Pendant 14K

USD 750 - 900

This is a 14 karat yellow gold freshwater pearl pendant. The pendant features a filigree butterfly lighting on a flower made of 6
freshwater pearls. The pearls are approximately 5 mm x 3 mm. The pendant is hallmarked 80 HM on the back. The pendant is
approximately 1.25" long and weighs 3.4 grams (2.2dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code:
S-17/30
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57: 1.5 CTW Diamond and .50 CTW Ruby Ring 14K

USD 5,000 - 6,000

This is 14 karat yellow gold ruby and diamond cluster ring. This ring features approximately 1.5 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, I clarity diamonds with spectacular brilliance. There is a ribbon of approximately .50 carats of princess cut rubies in a
ribbon in the center of the diamond cluster. The ring is approximately 1.5" long and is US size 5. The ring weighs 11.2 grams
(7.2dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-1/16

58: 2000 American Silver Eagle Key Date NGC MS69 LE

USD 75 - 100

2000 American Silver Eagle NGC graded MS69 This Millennial Issue coin is from Limited 20th Anniversary set A Beautiful Blast
White Coin

59: 1885 P-Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 85 - 115

A choice BU 1885 P-Morgan Silver dollar with a nice strike and some toning. Frosty luster and a nice clean cheek.

60: Fancy Gold Bracelet Green Onyx 14K

USD 3,000 - 3,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold bracelet with green onyx toggle ends. The bracelet features the iconic X and O pattern and is
approximately 7 mm wide. The bracelet has an oversided fancy spring ring. The bracelet is 7" long and weighs 14.4 grams (9.3dwt).
This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/48

61: Sea Turtle Black & White Diamond Pendant 10K

USD 700 - 900

This is a 10 karat white gold black and white diamond sea turtle pendant. This adorable pendant sparkles with approximately .50
carat round, brilliant-cut black and near colorless diamonds. The pendant is approximately 7/8" in diameter and weighs 2.4 grams
(1.6dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-13/42

62: 1949 Bulova Watch Made in USA LO 17 Jewel

USD 750 - 900

This is 10 karat rolled gold unisex Bulova 17 jewel watch that was made in the USA in 1949! This gem of a watch is manual wind and
runs when wound. The 10 karat rolled gold case is approximately 26 mm x 30 mm. The crown bears the Bulova name. The strap is
aftermarket and 14 mm. The serial number is 4115***. This watch has no box or papers. Sold as-is, where is.

63: 14K Tri-Colored Gold Heart Choker 16"

USD 5,000 - 6,000

This is a 14 karat yellow, white, and rose gold choker. The choker features a continuous row of highly polished hearts in yellow,
white, and rose gold. The 16" choker is approximately 1/4" wide and has a hidden box clasp with a safety clip. This choker weighs
23.6 grams (15.2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-7/1
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64: .50 CTW Blue Sapphire & .50 CTW Diamond Ring 18K

USD 3,000 - 3,500

This is an electronically tested 18 karat white gold sapphire and diamond ring. This modern style ring features approximately .50
carats of round, faceted genuine royal blue sapphires that are flanked by approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, SI clarity diamonds. This ring is approximately 6.5 mm wide and US size 9. It weighs 8.5 grams (5.4dwt). This is a
preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/25

65: Men's Vintage 1975 Oyster Perpetual Rolex

USD 8,500 - 9,500

This is a men's vintage 1975 Oyster Perpetual Genuine Rolex Two tone. The watch is approximately 8". The case is 34mm. All
original. S/N: 411xxxx. Model: 1062. Watch is running and is sold as-is, where is. No box or papers with this watch. Auction Code:
S-14/23

66: Onyx Ring Antique 10K

USD 350 - 400

This is an antique 10 karat yellow gold ladies' onyx ring. The approximate 9 mm x 18 mm flat, polished black onyx is bezel set the
ring with a twisted rope border. The ring is hallmarked BDA 10K. The ring is US size 5 and weighs 2.1 grams (1.3dwt). This is a
preowned item in very good estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/31

67: Filigree Puffy Heart Pendant HEAVY 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold large, puffy, filigree heart pendant. This pendant is solid and big, measuring approximately 1.5" in
diameter and 13 mm thick. It weighs 15.6 grams (10dwt). The heart features a cut-out heart in the center on both sides of the
pendant. This is a great estate find. This item is in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-17/51

68: .50 CT Diamond Solitaire Pendant Buttercup 14K

USD 1,500 - 2,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond solitaire pendant. The approximate .50 carat round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity
diamond is set in a 6 prong buttercup setting with rabbit ear bail. The pendant weighs 1 gram (.6dwt). This is a preowned item in
excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-5/28

69: Amethyst and Diamond Ring 14K Yellow Gold

USD 875 - 1,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold amethyst and diamond ring. There is approximately .10 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds in a
ribbon-like design that swirls around 2 marquise-cut purple amethysts. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 2.7 grams (1.7dwt). You can
wear this ring alone or as a stacker. This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/6

70: Baby, Mom & Dad Wire Heart Pendant 14K

USD 650 - 800

This is a 14 karat yellow gold triple heart wire pendant. These interconnecting hearts are crafted from 14 karat yellow gold wire. The
baby heart is approximately 3/4" diameter. The mama heart is approximately 1" diameter. The daddy hearts is approximately 1.25"
diameter. The entire pendant is approximately 1.75" long and weighs 3.3 grams (2.1dwt). The hearts collapse into each other. This is
a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/52

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

71: Carl F Bucherer Chronograph GMT Patravi Watch

USD 8,000 - 10,000

This is a Carl F Bucherer Chronograph GMT Patravi man's wristwatch. This watch is stainless steel and has an approximate 40mm
case. The band has a deployable clasp and approximately 7" band. The watch has a skeleton back. It has a 37 jewel automatic
movement. This watch runs. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-18/1

72: .50 CTW Diamond Heart Pendant 14K

USD 750 - 900

This is an electronically tested 14 karat yellow gold diamond heart pendant. The approximate .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut,
near-colorless, I clarity diamonds are prong set in 14 karat yellow gold. The heart pendant is approximately 3/4" in diameter and
weighs 2.4 grams (1.6dwt). The pendant has a rabbit ear bail. This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code:
S-17/39

73: Genuine Ruby & Diamond "LOVE" Pendant 14K

USD 500 - 600

This is an electronically tested 14 karat yellow and white gold genuine ruby and diamond "Love" pendant. The pendant features
approximately .10 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds and .05 carats of round, faceted, genuine rubies. The pendant is
approximately 3/4" long and weighs 1.2 grams (.8dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/4

74: Alwand Vahan Ruby, Sapphire, & Diamond Ring 14K

USD 2,600 - 3,000

This is a Alwand Vahan ruby, sapphire, and diamond band. This ring features approximately .50 carats of genuine, round, faceted
rubies, .25 carats of genuine, round, faceted sapphires and approximately .10 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity
diamonds by 3rd generation designer Alwand Vahan. This ring is approximately 13 mm wide and is US size 7. This ring weighs 7.6
grams (4.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/26

75: 1 CT Aquamarine & .32 CTW Diamond Ring 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold aquamarine and diamond ring. The approximate 1 carat emerald-cut aquamarine is prong set in a halo
of approximately .32 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. The ring is approximately 11 mm wide to 5.5
mm wide and US size 5.25. It has a cathedral sides setting. The ring weighs 6.3 grams (4.1dwt). This is a preowned item in very
good condition. The aquamarine is slightly scuffed, but does not detract from its beauty. Auction Code: S-19/39

76: 18K White Gold Hoop Earrings

USD 350 - 400

This is a pair of 18 karat white gold hoop earrings. The hoops have a swirl design and are approximately 5/8" diameter and 2.5 mm
wide. The earrings are hallmared 804AR 750. The weigh 1.4 grams (.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition.
Auction Code: S-17/31

77: Michele Tahiti Topaz Watch with Box and Papers

USD 75 - 900

This is a Michele Tahiti Topaz Watch, Model MWW12P000004. The gold tone 35 mm round case has a blue dial with genuine topaz
gemstone markers for the hour, luminous hands and the minute marks are on the outer rim. The case is nearly 11 mm thick. This
watch has a fixed gold tone bezel. This is a quartz, analog watch with a blue silicon strap that is 19 mm. It has a scratch resistant
mineral crystal. The crown bears the MW hallmark. The watch band is navy blue silicon/rubber. This watch comes with the box and
papers. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Michele Tahitian Jelly Bean Blue Dial Blue Silicone Ladies Watch
MWW12P000004. Auction Code: S-19/1

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

79: 18K Yellow Gold Drop Earrings with Cubic Zirconia

USD 1,500 - 1,800

This is a pair of 18 karat yellow gold earrings with cubic zirconia. The filigree drop earrings feature approximately .20 carats of round,
brilliant-cut cubic zirconias that are set in a white miracle head. The diamond cutting on the gold really catches the light! The earrings
drop approximately 3/4" and have lever backs. The hallmarks are on the levers. The earrings weigh 6.2 grams (4dwt). This is a
preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/7

80: .25 CTW Diamond Heart Pendant 14K

USD 625 - 750

This is a 14 karat yellow gold and diamond heart-shaped pendant. This pendant is an approximate 3/4" reticulated heart with
approximately .25 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI diamonds. The heart pendant weighs 2.5 grams (1.6dwt). This is a
preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-17/53

81: Citizen Eco-Drive Gent's Watch BM7251-53L

USD 150 - 175

This is a brand new, in the box with papers man's Citizen Eco-Drive wach, model number BM7251-53L. The watch features a
stainless steel band and case (41mm), blue dial and sapphire crystal. The box shows mild wear from storage. Auction Code: S-19/2

82: .65 CTW Genuine Ruby Ring Mid-1900's 14K

USD 700 - 800

This is a 14 karat yellow gold ruby ring. The mid-19th century genuine ruby ring has approximately .65 carats of rubies. The ring is
US size 6.5 and weighs 2.4 grams (1.5dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/3

83: .95 Aquamarine & .10 CTW Diamond Pendant 10K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a 10 karat white gold aquamarine & diamond pendant. The approximate .95 carat trilliant-cut aquamarine is prong set
beneath a row of approximately .10 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds. The pendant is approximately 3/4" and weighs 1.3 grams
(.8dwt). This is a preowned, estate items in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/9

84: 1 CTW Ruby & .08 CTW Diamond Bypass Ring 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat white gold ruby and diamond bypass ring. The approximately 4 mm x 6 mm (1 CTW) deep, red genuine rubies and
accented with round, faceted diamonds. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 1.9 grams (1.2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in
excellent condition. Auction Code: S-A31/11

85: Alwand Vahan Golden Rose Ring 14K

USD 750 - 1,000

This is a Alwand Vahan 14 karat yellow gold rose ring. The ring features a golden rose that is approximately 5/8" diameter. The
shank of the ring is approximately 3.5 mm wide. The ring is US size 9 and weighs 5.5 grams (3.5dwt). This is a preowned, estate
item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-17/54
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86: Bulova Accutron Tuning Fork Cal. 214 18K

USD 4,500 - 5,500

This is a man's 18 karat yellow gold Bulova Accutron watch with a cal. 214 tuning fork movement. This is an older model with the
stem on the back plate of the watch. The watch crystal is in good condition. The case is approximately 33.5 mm. The band is a
Croco-Calf 18 mm reg. With new battery, the watch attempts to run, but does not run. The watch DOES hum with the new battery.
There is no box or papers with this watch. Sold as-is, where is. Auction Code: S-4/32

87: 1896 P-Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 65 - 95

A choice BU 1896 P-Morgan Silver dollar with a nice strike and some toning. Frosty luster and a nice clean cheek.

88: Opal Ring with Diamonds Antique 14K

USD 2,500 - 3,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold opal and diamond ring. This early to mid-20th century ring is set with two opals that measure
approximately 7 mm x 5 mm that area prong-set between approximately .30 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity
diamonds. The top of the ring is approximately 1" long. The ring is US size 5.5 and weighs 5.8 grams (3.7dwt). This is a preowned
item in very good estate condition. The opals show slight signs of wear that do not take away from their beauty. Auction Code:
S-10/32

89: Genuine Ruby and 18 Karat Yellow Gold Brooch

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a vintage 18 karat yellow gold ruby brooch. Fashioned as a poinsettia type flower and accented with genuine, red rubies, the
leaves are hand, beaded to give a true representation of the flower. The brooch is approximately 1.5" in diameter and weighs 7.4
grams (4.8dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/8

90: 1.5 CTW Diamond Ring 14K

USD 3,000 - 3,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold ladies' diamond ring. There is approximately 1.5 carats of round, brilliant-cut and baguette , near
colorless, SI clarity diamonds in this ring in a tiered cluster design. The ring is US size 5 and weighs 6.6 grams (4.3dwt). This is a
preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/55

91: Black South Sea Pearl Strand 12mm-15mm 14K

USD 5,500 - 6,500

This is a strand of black South Sea pearls that range from 12 mm to 15 mm. The pearls have a lovely gray-black hue with green and
peacock overtones. The pearls are well matched and have minimal surface blemishes. The pearls are strung on black cord and
hand-knotted. The strand is 18" long and ends in a magnetic 14 karat white gold round clasp. This is a brand new item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-18/1

92: 9MM Black South Sea Pearl Earrings

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow gold black South Sea pearl earrings. The approximate 9 mm black South Sea pearls dangle from
lever backs for about 1". The earrings weigh 4.1 grams (2.6dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction
Code: S-3/1
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93: 14K Yellow Gold Champagne Diamond Cross Pendant

USD 750 - 900

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond cross pendant. This cross slide-style pendant features approximately .30 carats of round,
brilliant-cut champagne diamonds that are prong set and surrounded by a halo of round, faceted near colorless diamonds. The cross
is approximately 1" diameter and weighs 3 grams (1.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code:
S-13/11

94: $5 Gold Coin in 14K Sapphire Diamond Bezel

USD 3,250 - 3,900

This is a $5 gold coin in a 14 karat yellow gold bezel set with diamonds and sapphires. The 1/10 ounce American Eagle coin is set in
a fancy bezel with a large hinged bail. The bezel has approximately .05 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds and 2 cabochon
sapphires. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S

95: Gent's Rolex Submariner 18K & Stainless Steel

USD 18,000 - 19,000

This is a genuine man's 18 karat yellow gold and stainless steel genuine Rolex Submariner wristwatch, model #16613 from 1997.
The watch has a 40 mm case and 20 mm lug width. The watch is approximately 8" long with a deployable clasp. The watch has a
rotating bezel, black dial, and a sapphire crystal. Serial number: U50****. The watch is in runs and is in good condition. A Rolex box
is included with this watch. Auction Code: S-14/22

96: 5 CT Citrine Modified-Trilliant Cut 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a 14 karat yellow gold citrine ring. The approximate 5 carat citrine is modified trilliant-cut and prong set. The ring is US size 5
and weighs 3.8 grams (2.4dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/32

97: 18K Gold Enamel & Diamond Grasshopper Brooch

USD 3,000 - 3,500

This is a vintage 18 karat yellow and white gold enamel grasshopper brooch with a ruby eye and diamond accent on his shoulders.
The brooch electronically tests as 18 karat and is approximately 2" long. It is hand engraved on back "4297". The grasshopper
weighs 7.5 grams (approximately 4.8dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-7/23

98: 1881 O-Morgan Silver Dollar Unc.

USD 85 - 145

A Nice Uncirculated New Orleans Mint 1881 Morgan Silver Dollar. Nice luster and good detail on the breast feathers. A tougher date
this nice. Great coin for a set.

99: Maltese Cross Pendant Amethyst & Blue Jade 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold Maltese Cross pendant carved from what appears to be dyed blue jadeite. The center is set an
approximate 7 mm x 7 xx square-cut amethyst. The pendant is approximately 1.75" diameter and weighs 11.3 grams (7.2dwt). This
is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/31
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100: 1956 Type 2 Silver Franklin Half Dollar PCGS PR67

USD 75 - 120

1956 Type 2 Silver Franklin Half Dollar PCGS PR 67 Although not noted this coin has some very nice cameo contrast. A very nice
coin.

101: 10 CT Lavender Jadeite Ring 14K Yellow Gold

USD 1,600 - 1,800

This is an electronically tested 14 karat yellow gold lavender jadeite ring. The approximate 10 carat cabochon polished lavender
jadeite is prong-set and is supported by a ribbed gallery. There is a simple leaf and vine design on the sides. The ring is US size 5.25
and weighs 5 grams (3.2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/4

102: 1960's Wittnauer 17J Watch Cal.11BG Movement

USD 250 - 300

This is a 10 karat rolled gold Wittnauer 1960's wrist watch movement, case, dial and crystal. This watch is a 17 jewel manual wind
watch. The case is approximately 33 mm. This watch runs when wound. The watch is cal.11BG. This watch has no box or papers.
Sold as-is, where is. Auction Code: S-17/40

103: .50 CTW Diamond Swirl Ring 14K

USD 1,200 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond swirl ring. There is approximately .50 carats of round, faceted near colorless, I clarity
diamonds in this ring. The ring is US size 6 and weighs 3.7 grams (2.4dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition.
Auction Code: S-17/56

104: 1896 P Morgan Silver Dollar Choice Uncirculated

USD 75 - 110

1896 P Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice Uncirculated condition. A nice frosty coin

105: Alwand Vahan Pink Sapphire Heart 3 Stone Ring 10K

USD 600 - 750

This is an Alwand Vahan lab grown pink sapphire and diamond ring. There are 3 heart-shaped lab grown pink sapphires that are
prong set between accent diamonds in 10 karat white gold. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 2.9 grams (1.8dwt). This is a preowned
item in very good estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/58

106: .50 CTW Diamond Heart Pendant 10K

USD 750 - 900

This is a 10 karat yellow gold diamond heart pendant. This pendant features approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, I clarity diamonds. The pendant is approximately 3/4" diameter and weighs 2.6 grams (1.7dwt). This is a preowned item in
excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/32
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107: 1 CTW Ruby & .75 CTW Diamond Antique Brooch 18K

USD 4,000 - 5,000

This is an electronically tested 18 karat yellow gold antique ruby and diamond brooch. The brooch is from the mid- to late-19th
century and features approximately 1 carat of bright, red rubies and approximately .75 carats of round, Old Mine Cut, colorless to
near-colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds. The brooch is approximately 1.5" long and weighs 4.4 grams (2.8dwt). This is a preowned
item in very good estate condition. The rubies are slightly scuffed, more visible under 10x magnification and does not impair the
brilliance of the stones. Auction Code: S-10/1

108: 1901-O Morgan Silver Dollar Choice Unc.

USD 85 - 115

A frosty example of this turn of the century 1901 New Orleans Morgan Silver Dollar in choice condition. Nice!

109: Milor Smoky Topaz Ring 14K Yellow Gold

USD 1,500 - 1,800

This is signed Milor Italy 14 karat yellow gold smoky topaz ring. The super modern design of 14 karat yellow gold cages support the
approximate 22 mm round smoky topaz that is top faceted. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 6.3 grams (4.1dwt). This is a preowned,
estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-20/9

110: Curb Link Chain Ring 14K Yellow Gold

USD 600 - 750

This is a 14 karat yellow gold curb link chain ring. The ring is a continuous circle made of curb links. The ring is approximately 6.5
mm wide and US size 6. The ring weighs 3.5 grams (2.2dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code:
S-17/45

111: .60 CTW Ruby & .15 CTW Diamond Earrings 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a pair of 14 karat white gold ruby and diamond earrings. The approximate .60 carats of genuine, round, faceted rubies are
prong-set in an endless circle pattern with approximately .15 carats of round, faceted diamonds throughout. The earrings are
approximately 3/8" diameter and have posts with friction backs. The earrings weigh 2.9 grams (1.8dwt). This is preowned, estate
item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-3/2

112: Faberge 18K Yellow Gold Ruby & Diamond Rose Brooch

USD 4,000 - 4,500

This is a 1960's 18 karat yellow gold Faberge ruby and diamond Royal Rose brooch, issued by the Franklin Mint for the house of Igor
Carl Faberge. this exquisite rose is set with approximately .50 carats of gem quality round, faceted rubies that are prong set and
approximately .10 carats of round, brilliant-cut near colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds. The brooch is approximately 1.5" long and
weighs 6.3 grams (4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-10/12

113: 7MM Pearl Pendant Plumeria Flower 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold pearl plumeria pendant. The pendant features an approximate 7 mm genuine cultured pearl that has a
lovely rose` luster with lavender overtones (Photos appear a darker lavender than actual item). The pearl sits amidst the plumeria
petals. The pendant has an ample solid hinged bail and is approximately 3/4" diameter. This pendant is hallmarked "M" on one petal.
The pendant weighs 5.6 grams (3.6dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/48
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114: Large Sterling Silver Bead Strand 122G

USD 800 - 1,000

BOLD! This is a stand of sterling silver beads. The beads have a mild satin finish. The strand is 18" long and the approximate 15.5
mm beads are strung on a silver wheat chain with a lobster clasp. The necklace weighs 122.8 grams. This is a preowned, estate
item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-22/3

115: Blue Sapphire & Diamond Infinity Ring 10K

USD 650 - 800

This is a 10 karat yellow gold blue sapphire and diamond infinity ring. There is approximately .10 carats of round, brilliant-cut
diamonds and .10 carats of round, faceted blue sapphires in this ring. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 2.6 grams (1.7dwt). This is a
preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/55

116: .50 CTW Diamond Ring with Band 18K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is an 18 karat yellow gold and diamond ring. There is approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near-colorless, SI clarity
diamonds that are prong-set in this ring. The ring has a plain 18 karat gold band that fits against the diamond ring perfectly. The ring
is hallmarked FJG 248 and 18K. This ring is US size 6.25 and weighs 5.7 grams (3.7dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate
condition. Auction Code: S-17/33

117: .90 CT Tanzanite & .50 CTW Diamond Halo Ring 14K

USD 1,750 - 2,000

This is a 14 karat white gold tanzanite and diamond ring. The approximate .90 carat tanzanite is prong-set in a ring with a double
halo, shoulder and bezels of approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. The ring is US size
5.25 and weighs 4.2 grams (2.7dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/22

118: Calvin Begay Turquoise Earring Pendant Set .925

USD 500 - 650

This is a signed Calvin Begay sterling silver and turquoise pendant and earring set. Calvin Begay is an award winning artist, jeweler,
designer and master craftsman for nearly 50 years. The pendant is fashioned from inlaid Kingman turquoise that is set inside a
geometric bezel with tribal designs. The signature is inside the bail and the pendant is approximately 1.5" and weighs 8.7 grams. The
signature is inside the sturdy 6 mm wide bail. The earrings are also made with Kingman turquoise and are inlaid and have tribal
designs. They are approximately 1" long and have posts with friction backs. They weigh 6.2 grams and are signed on the back. This
is a preowned set in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-16/29

119: 14K Yellow Gold Opal Earrings

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow gold dangling opal doublet earrings. These earrings feature lovely opal doublets that measure
approximately 12 mm x 7 mm and are bezel set. These earrings have lever backs and hang approximately 1". The earrings weigh
2.5 grams (1.6dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-A30/27

120: Tag Heuer Formula 1 Professional Chronograph Watch

USD 2,000 - 2,400

This is a genuine man's Tag Heuer stainless steel Formula 1 Professional chronograph wrist watch. The watch was recently serviced
and polished, runs great. The sapphire crystal is in excellent condition. The chronograph watch has a rotating bezel that shows
minimal signs of wear. The case is 42 mm. The watch has approximately 8" stainless steel bracelet with a deployable clasp.
CAC1110-0, GX-6181. This watch has no box or papers. Auction Code: S-27/1
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121: Larimar Bangle Bracelet Sterling Silver

USD 500 - 600

This is a sterling silver bangle bracelet set with an approximate 24 mm x 15 mm piece of genuine larimar. The bangle opens and
closes with a wishbone clasp. The interior diameter of the bracelet is approximately 2 3/4" x 2 1/4". The bracelet weighs 16.6 grams.
This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-25/1

122: Chronographe Suisse Automatic Wristwatch 18K

USD 3,000 - 4,000

This is an 18 karat yellow gold Chronographe Suisse automatic Swiss watch. The watch dates from 1950 to 1959 and runs well. The
case of the watch is approximately 33.5 mm wide and 11.5 mm thick. The watch has a champagne colored dial and a leather strap.
This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-30/8

123: 3 CTW Genuine Amethyst Earrings 14K

USD 500 - 600

This is a 14 karat yellow gold amethyst stud earrings. The approximate 3 carats of oval, faceted amethysts are prong-set in a basket
mounting. The earrings have posts with friction backs. The earrings weigh 2.3 grams (1.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in
excellent condition. Auction Code: S-3/11

124: .70 CTW Diamond Pendant Modern 14K

USD 1,500 - 2,000

This is a 14 karat yellow and white gold diamond pendant. This pendant features approximately .70 carats of princess-cut and round,
brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI2-I1 clarity diamonds. The pendant is approximately 5/8" and weighs 2.5 grams (1.6dwt). This is a
preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/27

125: Roll 20 Walking Liberty Halves VF-XF

USD 230 - 280

A nicer roll of Walking Liberty Half-Dollars in VF-XF Condition. Mostly dated in the 1930's and 40's. A nice roll and this constitutional
silver is hot!

126: 1 CTW Black & White Dia Reverse Heart Pendant 14K

USD 2,500 - 3,000

This is a 14 karat white gold black and white diamond reversible heart pendant. There is approximately 1 carat of round, brilliant-cut
black and white diamonds in this pendant. The heart is approximately 1.25" diameter and it hangs from a 20" 14 karat white gold
wheat chain with a lobster clasp. The entire necklace weighs 7.9 grams (5.1dwt) This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-17/34

127: 2 CT Emerald & 3.15 CTW Diamond Ring 14K

USD 15,000 - 18,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold emerald and diamond ring. This ring features an approximate 7.5 mm x 7.5 mm green cushion cut
emerald set in a 6 prong mounting. This is a 2 carat emerald that is a fabulous shade of green. There is approximately 3.15 carats of
round, brilliant-cut and baguette diamonds that are near colorless and VS-SI clarity. This ring is US size 5 and weighs 10.2 grams
(6.6dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-A30/54
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128: 1887 P-Morgan Silver Dollar Choice unc.

USD 75 - 110

An 1887 P-Morgan silver dollar with a nice frosty luster and some blue, gold and purple toning on the rim. Nice!

129: 14K Yellow Gold Jade Koi Fish Pendant

USD 5,000 - 6,000

This is a pendant made of 14 karat yellow gold frame around a lovely piece of fine jade carved in the image of koi fish and lily pads.
The piece of jade is 7 mm thick. There are 3 small accent diamonds. The 14 kt gold frame is very well made at 1.5 mm thick. There
is a pin available to wear this pendant as a brooch. The pendant is approximately 2.75" by 1.5" The bail can hold up to a 5.5 mm
chain. The pendant weighs 34.3 grams (22dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-A30/32

130: Nurse Pendant - Caduseus Pendant 14K Yellow Gold

USD 750 - 900

This is a 14 karat yellow gold Caduseus pendant, aka nurse's pendant. The pendant is approximately 1.25" long and weighs 3.1
grams (2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/20

131: Onyx & Pearl Belt Buckle Brooch 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a vintage 14 karat yellow gold onyx and pearl belt buckle brooch. The onyx is approximately 20 mm x 7 mm and the buckle is
made of pearls that are approximately 2 mm. The brooch is approximately 1.25" long and weighs 5.7 grams (3.6dwt). This is a
preowned, estate item in very good condition. Auction Code: S-10/1

132: Accutron Watch Cal.218D Tuning Fork Movement

USD 200 - 300

This is a vintage Accutron Cal. 218D wrist watch. The watch dial is silver colored and has a date feature. The crown is located at the
4 o'clock mark. The watch is not running and is being sold for parts. No box or papers with this watch. Sold as-is, where is. Auction
Code: S-30/11

133: LeVian Peach Morganite & Diamond Ring 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a LeVian 14 karat rose gold morganite with chocolate and vanilla diamonds. This ring features an approximate .50 carat
cushion-cut, peach-colored Morganite that is set between approximately .50 carats of LeVian's signature chocolate and vanilla
diamonds. The ring has been sized to a US size 8, thus removing the LeVian hallmark, but the signature "V" remains in the under
gallery of the ring. The ring weighs 4.1 grams (2.6dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/15

134: 1.5 CTW Diamond Past, Present, Future Ring 14K

USD 4,500 - 5,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond 3-stone ring, representing the past, the present, and the future. This ring features
approximately 1.5 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. This ring is US size 5 and weighs 4 grams
(2.5dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-11/1

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

135: Pearl Pendant Enhancer Accent Diamond 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a 14 karat yellow gold pearl and diamond pendant/enhancer. This pendant features 3 pearls that are approximately 6 mm
each. There is an accent diamond in the center. The outer leaflets have rhodium accent for effect. There is a hinged bail to convert
the pendant to an enhancer. The pendant is approximately 3/4" diameter and weighs 2.8 grams (1.8dwt). This is a preowned item in
excellent estate condition. CHECK OUT THE MATCHING EARRINGS IN LOT 136 Auction Code: S-17/59

136: Pearl Earrings Accent Diamond 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow gold pearl earrings with diamond accent. The pearls are approximately 7 mm each. The earrings are
approximately 3/4" x 1". The earrings have Omega backs and weighs 11.2 grams (7.2dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent
estate condition. CHECK OUT THE MATCHING EARRINGS IN LOT 135 Auction Code: S-17/59

137: .50 CTW Diamond and Onyx Spinner Ring 14K

USD 2,200 - 2,500

This is an electronically tested (and stamped) 14 karat yellow gold diamond and onyx spinner ring. The approximate 11 mm x 9 mm
flat, polished, pear-shaped black onyx rests in a halo of approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds. It spins through a
wave of round, brilliant-cut diamonds (included in the .50 carat total weight). This ring is US size 5.75 and weighs 7.9 grams (5dwt).
This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S1-24

138: Genuine Natural Gold Nugget on Onyx Cuff Links

USD 3,700 - 4,200

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow gold onyx cuff links that feature genuine, natural gold nuggets. The nuggets are approximately 22
carat gold. The onyx measures approximately 1/2" x 3/4". The cuff links weigh 12.6 grams (8.2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item
in very good condition. Auction Code: S-4/18

139: 18K Yellow Gold Enamel Butterfly Brooch

USD 4,500 - 5,000

Stunning! This is a vintage 18 karat yellow gold richly colored handmade intricately enameled butterfly. The enamel is in excellent
condition. The brooch is stamped on the back with designer hallmark "3440 AL" and .750. The butterfly brooch is approximately
1.25" diameter and weighs 8 grams (5.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-A30/45

140: 5 CTW Peridot Luxury Earrings 14K White Gold

USD 1,750 - 2,000

This is a pair of 14 karat white gold peridot earrings. These earrings feature approximately 5 carats of genuine square-cut peridot
that are channel set in a ribbon of 14 karat white gold. The earrings wear very smoothly and have omega backs. The earrings weigh
5.9 grams (3.8dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-3/17

141: .50 CT Center Diamond Slide Pendant 14K

USD 2,500 - 3,000

This is an electronically tested 14 karat white gold diamond slide-style pendant. The approximate .50 carat round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, SI2 clarity diamond is bezel set in a halo of approximately .15 carats of round, brilliant-cut near colorless, SI-I clarity
diamonds. The pendant is approximately 3/8" diameter and weighs 2.8 grams (1.8dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-13/51

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

142: 1899 S Gold $5.00 Liberty Choice Unc.

USD 675 - 875

A 1899 S Gold $5.00 Liberty in Choice Uncirculated. Wonderful original orange luster and nice clean surfaces. A great pre-1933 gold
collectible

143: 2 CT Emerald and .70 CTW Diamond Ring

USD 12,000 - 14,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold genuine emerald and diamond ring. The approximate 2 carat oval emerald is a beautiful translucent,
bright green and prong set. The emerald is surrounded with approximately .70 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity
diamonds. The ring top is approximately 3/4" x 1/2" and has a lattice under gallery. The ring is US size 11 and weighs 13.8 grams
(8.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-18/15

144: 1.5 CTW VS Quality Diamond & Enamel Cross 14K

USD 8,000 - 10,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond and black enamel cross. This cross is heavy, great craftsmanship and has beautiful black
enameling. This cross features approximately 1.5 carats of round, brilliant-cut, colorless to near colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds
that are prong set. This is a remarkable estate item and is approximately 1.75" long and 3 mm thick. This cross weighs 18.8 grams
(12.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-4/8

145: Charles Garnier 18K Yellow Gold Swan Earrings

USD 1,750 - 2,000

This is a pair of signed Charles Garnier of Paris 18 karat yellow gold swan earrings. These earrings have amazing detail in polished
and satin-finished 18 karat yellow gold. The earrings are hollow and light weight, great for people with weight sensitive ears. The
earrings have posts with Omega backs with silicone pads for comfort. The earrings are approximately 1" diameter and weigh 6.6
grams (4.3dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S22/32

146: 18K White Gold Emerald and Diamond Necklace

USD 20,000 - 25,000

This is an elegant 18 karat white gold emerald and diamond necklace. There is approximately 2.5 carats of gem quality square
step-cut emeralds that are prong set in a halo of baguette and marquise-cut, near colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds. There is
approximately 3.5 carats of diamonds in this necklace. This is a showcase piece! The necklace is approximately 17" long and weighs
35.3 grams (22.7dwt). The necklace has a hidden box clasp with a safety feature. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-20/38

147: Genuine Opal and 14K Yellow Gold Brooch

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is an incredible 14 karat yellow gold opal and diamond brooch. This brooch features 9 genuine, mined, polished opals that
range from 3 mm to 3.5 mm that are prong-set in a flower-like setting with a textured gold finish. This brooch is made with quality
workmanship that is expected from the early 20th century and is getting harder and harder to find. The brooch is approximately 1.25"
in diameter and weighs 8.4 grams (5.4dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-10/2

148: Man's Rolex Presidential Day-Date 18K Diamond Dial

USD 25,000 - 30,000

This is a genuine man's Rolex Presidential Oyster Perpetual Day-Date Swiss wrist watch in 18 karat yellow gold. This time piece is
dated 1978 and features a champagne colored diamond dial, the day and the date. The bracelet on this watch is 8" long with a
deployable clasp. The case is 38 mm. The model number is 1803 and the serial number is 5148***. This watch is in excellent
condition and good running order. There is no box or papers with this watch. Sold as-is, where is. Auction Code: S-14/8

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

149: Lapis Lazuli Omega Back Earrings 14K

USD 1,800 - 2,100

This is a pair of electronically tested 14K yellow gold and lapis earrings. The bezel set lapis measures approximately 12 mm x 16
mm and the earrings measure approximately 13 mm x 17 mm. They have Omega backs. The total earring weight 7.3 grams (4.7
dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-3/28

150: 2 Carat Rhodalite Garnet Antique Ring 22K

USD 1,200 - 1,500

This is an electronically tested 22 karat yellow gold ring. The approximately 2 carat oval, faceted Rhodalite garnet is prong-set in a
simple 22 karat yellow gold ring with split shoulders. The ring likely dates to the mide 1800's. The ring is US size 4.75 and weighs 4.5
grams (2.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/52

151: Gent's Citizen Eco-Drive Watch CA4210-24E

USD 300 - 350

This is a new with box and papers, Citizen Eco-Drive Avion. A vintage-inspired timepiece inspired by the 1950's, the golden age of
travel. The rich brown leather strap has contrast stitching, there are luminous markers and a classic date function. It has a stainless
steel case with black dial and now has 1/5th-second chronograph and 12/24-hour time features. The watch has a 45 mm case and
mineral crystal. Caliber number B620. Auction Code: S-19/1

152: Billfish Ring Custom Made Genuine Sapphire 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a custom made 14 karat yellow gold billfish wrap around ring. The billfish has a genuine, round, faceted blue sapphire eye.
The ring is approximately 12 mm wide at its widest point. The ring is US size 9.5 and weighs 7.2 grams (4.5dwt). This is a preowned
item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-PA/3

153: .50 CTW Diamond & Onyx Tie Tack Pin 14K

USD 3,000 - 3,500

This is an electronically tested 14 karat yellow gold diamond and onyx tie tack. This tie tack features approximately .50 carats of
round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds that are prong set alongside a half-sphere of polished black onyx. The tie tack
is solid! It is approximately 3/4" diameter and weighs 10.8 grams (6.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition.
Auction Code: S-4/4

154: 1.25 CTW Blue Sapphire & Diamond Ring 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold blue sapphire and diamond ring. This ring features an approximate .50 carat genuine, oval, faceted
blue sapphire that is prong-set in the center of a band that has another approximate .75 carats of round, faceted blue sapphires and
.10 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds. This ring is approximately 12 mm wide and US size 6. The ring is hallmarked inside with
14K and PJ. This ring weighs 5.8 grams (3.7dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/27

155: Heart-Shaped Diamond .15 CT Solitaire Pendant 14K

USD 750 - 900

This is an electronically tested 14 karat yellow gold heart-shaped diamond solitaire pendant. The approximate .15 carat
heart-shaped, near colorless, SI clarity diamond is prong-set and the pendant has rabbit ear bail. The pendant weighs .3 grams
(.2dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-22/14

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

156: 1939 Silver Canada $1 & 1913 Canada Silver Half

USD 125 - 175

A 1939 CANADA $1 George VI One Dollar Silver Coin KM#38 and a 1913 Canada Silver Half Dollar George V Km25. Nice Canada
coins for your collection.

157: N. Teufel 1983 Motion Ring .16 CTW Diamond 14K

USD 1,600 - 1,900

This is a signed N. Teufel 14 karat yellow gold diamond motion ring. This ring, dated 1983, features a horseshoe that spins around a
diamond star. There is approximately .16 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds in this spinner ring. It is still in excellent spinning
condition!! The ring is US size 8.75 and weighs 5 grams (3.2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction
Code: S-1/58

158: 1886 P Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 75 - 110

A very nice 1886 P Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU. A super nice coin for a set.

159: 3 CTW Diamond & Moonstone Cherub Pendant 14K

USD 10,000 - 12,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold moonstone and diamond heart cherub pendant. The glowing handcarved moonstone cherub that is
holding an arrow is approximately 1/2" diameter and is embraced in a heart made of incredibly beautiful antique cut diamonds. There
is approximately 3 carats of prong set European cut, colorless, VS quality diamonds in this loving heart! This sensational estate find
hangs from a 14 karat yellow gold 16" wheat chain with a lobster clasp. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition.
Auction Code: S-7/19

160: Elan 1 CTW Diamond Earrings 18K

USD 2,500 - 3,000

This is a pair of signed Elan 18 karat white gold diamond earrings. There is approximately 1 carat of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds in these heart shaped earrings with lever backs. The hearts are approximately 3/4" diameter and
weigh 8.3 grams (5.3dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. SEE THE MATCHING PENDANT IN LOT 161!!
Auction Code: S-19/42

161: Elan .50 CTW Diamond Heart Pendant Enhancer 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a signed Elan 14 karat white gold diamond heart pendant. There is approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless diamonds that area pave set in this pendant. The bail is hinged and converts to an enhancer. The heart is approximately
3/8" diameter and weighs 1.9 grams (1.2dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent condition. SEE THE MATCHING EARRINGS IN
LOT 160!! Auction Code: S-17/61

162: Bulova Gedney 1950's 10K Rolled-Gold Swiss

USD 600 - 700

This is a 10 karat (yellow) rolled gold 1950's Bulova Gedney wrist watch. This watch can be worn by a man or a woman. The
barrel-shaped dial rests in an Art Deco style case that is approximately 28 mm x 38 mm (includes lugs). The lug width is 15 mm. The
chronograph dial has an off-silver color and numbers at the 12, 3, & 9. The crystal is in very good condition. The manual wind Swiss
movement is 17J and 11AC cal. The original band is a Finesse USA 1/20 10 karat gold-filled stretch band. This watch runs when
wound. This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Sold as-is, where is. Auction Code: S-4/32

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

163: Pacifier Charm September Baby 10K

USD 375 - 475

This is a 10 karat yellow gold pacifier charm for a September baby. The pacifier features a briolette-cut lab-grown, blue sapphire and
the hilt of the pacifier features "I Love You". The charm is approximately 1/2" and weighs 1.1 grams (.7dwt). This is a preowned,
estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: A-13/15

164: Cultured Pearl Clover-Style Earrings 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a pair of genuine cultured pearl earrings fashioned into the shape of a clover. The earrings are 14 karat yellow gold and the
pearls are approximately 6 mm each and have a creamy white luster. The earrings are approximately 1/2" diameter and have posts
with friction backs. They weigh 3.2 grams (2.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-2/19

165: 1 CTW Diamond Star of David Pendant 18K

USD 1,750 - 2,000

This is an 18 karat white gold and diamond Star of David pendant. This Star of David pendant features approximately 1 carat of
round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. This pendant is aproximately 3/4" diameter and weighs 3.4 grams (2.2dwt).
This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/19

166: Art-Deco Swiss AXA Watch Co. Ladies Watch 18K

USD 1,500 - 2,000

This is a Swiss AXA Watch Company ladies 17 jewel watch with an 18 karat white gold case and back. The art-deco face features
beautiful enamel designs and the dial bears arabic numerals. The crystal of the watch is in excellent condition. The case of the watch
is approximately 1" long and 5/8" wide. This watch runs when wound. The fold over clasp of the watch is 14 karat white gold and the
band is a white gold-filled mesh. The watch is 6" long and weighs 14.9 grams (9.4dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate
condition. Auction Code: S-30/1

167: .90 CT Old Mine Cut Diamond Necklace 1 CTW 14K

USD 7,000 - 9,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond pendant on a 16" 5-strand 14 karat yellow gold fine link chain. The approximate .90 carat Old
Mine Cut diamond is approximately E color, SI2 clarity. The pendant has a large, solid bail the features approximately .10 carats
diamonds. The chain has a lobster clasp. The necklace weighs 16.6 grams (10.7dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-7/15

168: Rolex Datejust 18K Stainless Steel Swiss Watch GTS

USD 5,500 - 6,000

This is a genuine Rolex Oyster Perpetual stainless steel and 18 karat yellow gold man's wristwatch. This watch is dated 1987. This
timepiece features a champagne colored dial with date and hash marks for the hours. The case is 36 mm and the bracelet measures
8". This watch is preowned and in excellent estate condition and good running condition. There is no box or papers with this watch.
Sold as-is, where-is. Auction Code: S-14/9

169: 8 CT Madiera Citrine & Ruby Pendant/Enhancer 14K

USD 2,500 - 3,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold Madiera Citrine and ruby pendant or pearl enhancer. This approximate 8 carat Madiera Citrine is
checkerboard faceted for added beauty! The top of the pendant is adorned with an approximate 3 mm cabochon ruby. The citrine is
bezel mounted in a filigree style setting. The pendant weighs 7.6 grams (4.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-16/9

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

170: 1889 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 65 - 95

A 1889 Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU condition. A great coin for a set!

171: 8 CT Amethyst Bypass Ring 14K

USD 2,000 - 2,400

This is an electronically tested 14 karat yellow gold vintage bypass ring. This ring features an approximate 8 carat faceted,
pear-shaped purple amethyst that is prong set. The shoulders of the ring high polished, ribbed design. This ring is US size 6 and
weighs 8 grams (5.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction code: S-1/14

172: .50 CTW Marquise Diamond 3 Stone Ring 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond 3 stone ring to represent your past, your present, and your future. The approximate .50 carats
of marquise-cut, near colorless, SI-I clarity diamonds are set in a simply stunning 14 karat yellow gold ring with bypass style
shoulders. The ring is US size 6.5 and weighs 3.6 grams (2.3dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate conditon. Auction
Code: S-17/41

173: SKAL 1940's-1956 Carved Cameo Ring 10K

USD 1,500 - 1,800

This is a 10 karat yellow gold carved cameo ring from SKAL (Skalet Manufacturing Co, USA), dated from the 1940's to 1956. The
pink shell has been carved into the face of a lady, facing right with a pointy nose. The lady has her curly hair piled atop her head.
The cameo s prong set in a twisted rope bezel. The under gallery of the ring is very strong. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 7.1
grams (4.6dwt). This is a preowned, estate item and in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-10/2

174: 1 CTW Diamond Earring Jackets 14K

USD 1,500 - 1,800

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow gold diamond earring jackets. These jackets have approximately 1 carat of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, SI-I clarity diamonds that are prong-set in a circle. The interior diameter of the circle is approximately 5 mm. The jackets
are approximately 3/8" in diameter and weigh 2.3 grams (1.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction
Code: S-2/20

175: .66 CTW Diamond Stud Earrings in Bezel 14K

USD 2,500 - 3,000

This is a pair of 14 karat white gold diamond stud earrings. The approximate .66 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI
clarity diamonds are nestled in 14 karat white gold bezels. The earrings are approximately 7.5 mm. They have posts with friction
backs and weigh 1.5 grams (.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-2/14

176: 3 CTW Blue Topaz Stud Earrings 14K

USD 800 - 1,000

This is a pair of 14 karat yellow gold blue topaz stud earrings. The approximate 3 carat total weight Swiss blue topaz are prong set in
a basket mounting. The earrings have posts and friction backs. The earrings weigh 3.7 grams (2.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate
item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-3/3

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

177: Victorian Slide Bracelet Double Row Multi-Gem 14K

USD 10,000 - 14,000

This is a spectacular estate fine! It is a 14 karat yellow gold Victorian Slide bracelet with double rows. The bracelet features 20 slides
crafted from 14 karat yellow gold and set with variety of stones, including, pearls & turquoise, garnets, black star sapphires, blue
sapphires, cameos, tiger's eye, abalone, a golden dragon with a diamond, and a golden dragon without a diamond. The clasp is an
exquisite enamel portrait of a blonde woman in a blue foil dress with a midnight blue background. The clasp is approximately 1" x 1"
and is a hidden box clasp. The slides move on fine 14 karat gold link chains. The bracelet is approximately 7" long and has a safety
chain. The separating beads are approximately 3.5 mm. The bracelet weighs 68.2 grams (43.9dwt). The bracelet is in amazing
condition, considering it is likely over 100 years old. So hard to find anymore. There are some missing turquoise from around the
pearls. A diamond appears to be missing from one of the dragon slides. Don't let this beauty slide though your fingers! Auction Code:
S-10/4

178: 1888 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 90 - 135

A frosty 1888 Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU. Great eye appeal on this original 1888 Morgan Silver Dollar.

179: 10 CT Amethyst and Diamond Enhancer/Pendant 18K

USD 3,000 - 4,000

This is an electronically tested 18 karat yellow gold amethyst with diamond accent pendant/enhancer. The pear-shaped amethyst
measures approximately 20 mm x 13 mm x 9 mm for approximately a 10 carat stone! The amethyst is offset by approximately .10
carats of round, brilliant cut diamonds. The enhancer is approximately 1.5" long and 3/4" wide. The bail on this pendant/enhancer is
nearly 5mm so it would easily work on a 4 mm chain. The bail is hinged, making it an enhancer for bead necklaces. This pendant
weighs 13 grams (8.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/43

180: Sterling Silver Signed CNA Wheat Chain Marcasites

USD 250 - 300

This is a signed CNA sterling silver wheat chain with a fancy clasp. It is approximately 4 mm thick and 18" long. The ornate clasp is
adorned with marcasites. The clasp is hinged on both side, making it removable. This chain weighs 38.6 grams. This is a preowned,
estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S

181: .50 CTW Diamond Floating Heart Pendant 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is an electronically tested 14 karat white gold diamond heart pendant. The approximate .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut,
near-colorless, SI clarity diamonds are prong-set in a heart-shaped pendant that floats on the chain. There is no bail. The pendant is
approximately 3/4" diameter and weighs 2.8 grams (1.8dwt). The chain in the photo is for display purposes only. It is only 14" long,
but included with this lot. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/1

182: .66 CTW Diamond Cluster Ring 14K

USD 1,200 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold ladies' diamond cluster ring. The approximate .10 carat round, brilliant-cut center diamond is
surrounded by two tiers of smaller round, brilliant-cut diamonds. All the diamonds are near colorless and approximately SI2 clarity.
There is approximately 2/3 carats of diamonds in this ring. The ring is US size 7.75 and weighs 3 grams (2dwt). This is a preowned,
estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

183: 3 CT Amethyst Hinged Bangle Bracelet 14K

USD 10,000 - 12,000

This is a very elegant 14 karat yellow gold amethyst hinged cuff bracelet. This magnificent bracelet features an upside down
mounted approximate 3 carat amethyst, that looks amazing as the light passes through it. There are hinges on each side of the
stone, which is bezel set. The hinges are adorned with cabochon amethysts on each side. The band of the bracelet is approximately
7 mm and has a crocodile texture. The hidden box clasp has two safety clips. The interior diameter of the bracelet is approximately
2.5" x 2". The bracelet weighs 41.2 grams (26.5dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-5/9

184: Sterling Silver Marcasite Bracelet WIDE

USD 500 - 600

This is a sterling silver and marcasite bracelet. This bracelet is in amazing quality, no missing marcasites! This bracelet is 7" long
and 1" wide and has a hidden box clasp with 2 safety clips. This is a really beautiful bracelet that weighs 43.8 grams. This is a
preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-22/4

185: Romanov Faberge Guilloche Diamond Vest Fob14K RARE

USD 5,000 - 6,000

RARE! This is a pre-Russian Revolutionary Faberge 14 karat rose and yellow gold vest fob. This RARE fob is hallmarked A*H for
August Hollming (1854-1913) and 56. There is also the Faberge name stamped in Cyrillic. The diamonds are hand-faceted, rose-cut.
The rubies are cabochon-cut. The royal crown is mounted on red guilloche enamel. The base of the fob is rose gold and the olive
wreath bezel is yellow gold. The fob is approximately 3/4" diameter and 2 mm to 3 mm thick. The fob weighs 9.4 grams (6dwt). This
is a preowned, estate item in very good condition. Auction Code: S-22/58

186: Alwand Vahan .50 CTW Ruby & Diamond Pendant 14K

USD 500 - 600

This is a signed Alwand Vahan 14 karat yellow gold ruby and diamond pendant. There is approximately .25 carats of genuine round,
faceted rubies and .25 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds in this pendant. The pendant is approximately
3/8" diameter and weighs 1.3 grams (.8dwt). This is a preowned item in estate condition. Auction Code: S-13/43

187: .52 CTW Diamond Ring Scattered & Stacked 14K

USD 3,500 - 4,000

This is a 14 karat white gold diamond ring. This ring features approximately .52 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity
diamonds that are scattered and stacked throughout the layers of this modern design ring. The ring is approximately 13.5 mm at the
top and tapers to 5 mm at the bottom. This ring is smooth and comfortable to wear. It is US size 7 and weighs 11.6 grams (7.5dwt).
This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-7/25

188: .22 CTW Diamond Ankh "Key of Life" Pendant 10K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a 10 karat yellow gold Ankh pendant. The Ankh, "Key of Life" pendant is set with .22 carats of round, brilliant-cut diamonds
that are miracle-head set. Then Ankh is hallmarked on the back by the maker and on the bail with the serial number and total
diamond weight. The Ankh is approximately 1.5" long and weighs 3.2 grams (2.1dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-13/19

189: .75 CTW Ruby & .25 CTW Diamond Slide 14K

USD 1,750 - 2,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold ruby and diamond slide style pendant. This slide features approximately .75 carats of gem quality
square-cut red rubies and .25 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. The slide is approximately 7/8" long
and is hinged for easy opening and it has a safety clip. The pendant weighs 5 grams (3.2dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in
excellent condition. Auction Code: S-18/48

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

190: 1915 S Panama Pacific Classic Commemorative XF

USD 250 - 350

A lower mintage 1915 S Panama Pacific Classic Commemorative in XF condition. A low mintage of 60,030 exist. A great collectible.

191: Town & Country Sterling Silver/14K Amethyst Bangle

USD 250 - 300

This is a signed Town & Country sterling silver and 14 karat yellow gold amethyst bangle bracelet. This bracelet features an
approximate 6 mm round, checkerboard faceted amethyst that is bezel set in 14 karat yellow gold. The sterling silver bangle is
hinged and has a braided rope design. The bracelet has a lovely under gallery. The interior diameter of the bracelet is approximately
2.25" x 2" and the bracelet weighs 13.6 grams. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-25/2

192: .50 CTW Diamond Heart Ring 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond heart ring. The ring is prong set with approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near
colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds. The ring is hallmarked inside the shank with the gold quality and designer hallmark of an "S" that
looks like an infinity symbol. The gallery of the ring also reflects the designer emblem. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 3.9 grams
(2.5dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-19/7

193: Blue Topaz Gemstone Cross 10K Yellow Gold

USD 500 - 600

This is a 10 karat yellow gold blue topaz cross. The cross is approximately 1" long and has a solid bail. The cross is made of tapered
baguette blue topaz. The cross weighs 1.4 grams (1.9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code:
S-13/8

194: Sterling Silver Thick Wheat Chain Figure 8 Clasp

USD 750 - 900

This is a chemically tested sterling silver wheat chain with a figure 8 clasp. The chain is approximately 5.5 mm x 6.5 mm and 17"
long. The end tabs have a decorative figure 8 pattern. The chain weighs 76.7 grams. This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-22/9

195: 1878 S Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 95 - 135

A first year 1878 S Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU. issued with the first year concave breast, this Morgan is always a popular
variety. Great coin for a set.

196: .75 CT Ruby & .50 CTW Yellow & White Dia Ring 18K

USD 3,000 - 3,600

This is an 18 karat white gold ruby with yellow and white diamond ring. The approximate .75 carat pear-shaped, cabochon, gem
quality ruby sits in a tall, strong bezel above shoulders of approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, genuine white and yellow
diamonds. The ring is supported by a lattice under gallery. The ring is US size 5.75 and weighs 5.5 grams (3.5dwt). This is a
preowned, estate item in very good condition. Auction Code: S-1/11

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

197: .75 CTW Diamond Ring Princess-Cut & Round 14K

USD 1,700 - 2,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold diamond ring. The ring is crafted from 14 karat yellow gold and contains approximately .75 carats of
princess-cut and round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity diamonds. The ring is US size 7 and weighs 4.3 grams (2.8dwt). This is
a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-7/26

198: Signed AB Needlepoint Turquoise Cuff .925 Silver

USD 800 - 900

This is a signed AB (Anna Begay) sterling silver needlepoint turquoise cuff bracelet. The bracelet has slivers of polished turquoise
that are approximately 6 mm long and 1 mm thick. The opening for the wrist is approximately 1.5" long. The bracelet has a knife
edge band and weighs 12.2 grams. This is a preowned, estate item in very good condition. Auction Code: S-25/1

199: 18K Yellow Gold Diamond Retro Earrings

USD 3,250 - 4,000

AMAZING! This is a pair of electronically tested 18 karat yellow gold Retro inspired diamond earrings from the early 20th century.
These earrings feature approximately .10 carats of round, faceted near colorless, VS-SI clarity diamonds. The earrings dangle
approximately 1.5" long and have a post and lever backs. The earrings are approximately 1/2" diameter at the top. They weigh 13
grams (8.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-17/38

200: 1881 O Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 85 - 125

1881 O Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU condition. A super frosty example of this date that is seldom seen cleaned. Fully original
and with a great strike, a great coin for a set.

201: 1 CTW Marquis Blue Topaz Ring 10K

USD 500 - 600

This is a 10 karat yellow gold blue topaz band. There is approximately one carat of marquis-shaped blue topaz in this ring. The ring
is US size 6 and weighs 2.2 grams (1.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-1/9

202: 1904 O Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 85 - 145

A flashy 1904 O Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU. Super nice mint luster and a great strike for the date. Very Nice.

203: 5 CT Ametrine Emerald-Cut Pendant 14K

USD 1,250 - 1,500

This is a 14 karat yellow gold ametrine pendant. The stone has a nice, even distribution of color. The emerald-cut ametrine is
approximately 5 carats and prong set in a basket-style mounting with a split rabbit ear bail. The pendant weighs 2.9 grams (1.9dwt).
This is a preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-13/15

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

204: 1999 W 1/4 OZ Gold Eagle Proof Dies ANACS MS70

USD 3,250 - 5,500

1999 W 1/4 OZ Gold Eagle Unfinished Proof Dies ANACS MS70. One of the few varieties of the Gold Eagle series these coins are
extremely scarce. A must have for an Gold Eagle Collector. As nice as they come being graded perfect MS70.

205: 1884 O Morgan Silver Dollar Choice Uncirculated

USD 75 - 110

1884 O Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice Uncirculated condition. A nice frosty coin

206: Chrysocolla Earring and Bracelet Set 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a 14 karat yellow gold chrysocolla earring and bracelet set. The bracelet is approximately 7" long with a spring ring. The
earrings hang approximately 2" and have lever backs. The beads are approximately 3.5 mm and the gold beads are approximately 3
mm. The chrysocolla polished tubes are approximately 14 mm long. The entire set weighs 6.7 grams (4.2dwt). This is a preowned
item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/59

207: MeiraT Diamond Drop Dangle Earrings .50 CTW 14K

USD 4,000 - 4,500

This is a pair of signed Meira T 14 karat yellow and white gold dangling diamond earrings. The earrings are hand-crafted of 14 karat
gold with filigree designs of hanging discs that are set with approximately .50 carats of round, brilliant-cut, near colorless, SI clarity
diamonds. The circles are approximately 1.25" diameter and the earrings drop approximately 1.75". They weigh 14 grams (9dwt).
This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-7/27

208: 1882 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 85 - 125

Nice frosty luster on this early Philadelphia minted coin. Great coin for a set.

209: .50 CTW Emerald & .10 CTW Diamond Earrings 14K

USD 1,000 - 1,200

This is a pair of vintage 14 karat yellow gold emerald and diamond earrings. There is approximately .50 carats of genuine round,
faceted emeralds that are prong set with approximately .10 carats of genuine, round, faceted diamonds. The earrings hand
approximately 1/2" and are approximately 3/8" wide. They weigh 3.7 grams (2.4dwt) and have posts with friction backs. This is a
preowned, estate item in excellent condition. Auction Code: S-3/4

210: Victorian Slide Chain Late 1800's 12K Gold-Filled

USD 2,500 - 3,000

This is a late 1800's Victorian slide chain. The slide features fabulous Victorian-era workmanship and detail. The double rolo-style
link chain is approximately 28" long. The 12 karat gold-filled slide chain has a fob style connector. The slide features a 2 mm pearl.
The chain weighs 49.6 grams (31.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-4/11

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

211: Alwand Vahan .75 CT Citrine & .50CTW Diamond Ring

USD 1,700 - 2,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold citrine and champagne and white diamond ring, designed by 3rd generation designer, Alwand Vahan.
The approximate .75 carat oval, faceted warm, orange citrine is prong set in a double halo of approximtely .50 carats round,
brilliant-cut, champagne and white diamonds. The ring is US size 6.75 and weighs 3.7 grams (2.4dwt). This is a preowned, estate
item in very good condition. Auction Code: S-1/10

212: 1881 S Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 85 - 125

A superb 1881 S Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU. Great eye appeal on this Flashy 1881 S Morgan Silver Dollar.

213: Natural Mined Opal Pendant 14K

USD 500 - 600

This is a 14 karat yellow gold natural, mined opal. The white opal has ample fire and measures approximately 8 mm x 6 mm. The
opal is prong-set in a decorative mounting with a solid bail. The pendant weighs 1.4 grams (.9dwt). This is a preowned item in
excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-13/16

214: 1996 American Silver Eagle Key Date NGC MS69 LE

USD 135 - 185

1996 American Silver Eagle NGC graded MS69 The key date to the set, this coin is from Limited 20th Anniversary set A Beautiful
Blast White Coin

215: Angel Skin Coral Strand 9MM 14K

USD 3,500 - 4,000

This is a strand of angel skin coral wit a 14 karat yellow gold clasp. The angel skin coral beads are approximately 9 mm and the
strand is 40" long. The beads are strung on select pink silk and hand-knotted. The coral beads have a wonderful soft pink color with
darker pink veins. The strand weighs 111.9 grams. This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction Code: S-22/12

216: Michael Anthony Puffed Heart Pendant 14K

USD 350 - 425

This is a Michael Anthony 14 karat yellow gold puffed heart pendant. The heart pendant is crafted from 14 karat yellow gold with a
satin finish and high polish finish. The heart is approximately 3/4" and weighs 1.4 grams (.9dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent
estate condition. Auction Code: S-17/62

217: Etruscan Revival .25 CTW Diamond & 14K Necklace

USD 7,000 - 9,000

This is a 14 karat yellow gold Etruscan Revival necklace. The necklace has a pendant that features the head of a Roman man with a
clean-shaven face. The pendant is adorned with approximately .25 carats of early modern round-cut diamonds that are near
colorless, VS-SI clarity. The pendant hangs from an approximate 4 mm 5-strand beaded chain the is 16" long. The spring ring is
approximately 1 3/4". This necklace weighs 35.2 grams (22.7dwt). This is a preowned item in excellent estate condition. Auction
Code: S-7/16

Fantastic Finds for Valentine's Day

218: 14K Concord Watch 28C20221 Box & Papers

USD 6,000 - 7,000

This is a unisex 14 karat yellow gold Concord wristwatch, model 28C20221. This ultra-slim watch has a round face with white dial
and black Roman numerals and a date feature. The hands are blue. The case and crown measure approximately 34 mm. The link
band is 14 karat yellow gold and approximately 8" long with a deployable clasp. The band is approximately 3/4" wide. The ultra slim
case is approximately 5.8 mm. The watch weighs 61.1 grams (39.3dwt). This is a quartz watch and in running condition. The crystal
is in excellent condition. The watch is preowned and in excellent estate condition. The box and some papers (shown in photographs)
is included. Inside of box shows signs of wear. Sold as-is, where is. Auction Code: S-18/1

219: 1898 Morgan Silver Dollar Choice BU

USD 95 - 125

A 1898 Morgan Silver Dollar in Choice BU. A nice frosty original example of this better Philadelphia Issue.

220: 2 CTW Diamond and Sapphire Necklace 14K White Gold

USD 4,500 - 5,000

This is a 14 karat white gold blue sapphire and diamond necklace. This necklace features 1.08 carats of near-colorless, VS-SI clarity
round, brilliant-cut diamonds and .72 carats of genuine round, faceted, blue sapphires for a total of 2 carats total gem weight! The
necklace is 16" long and has a lobster clasp. This necklace weighs 14 grams (9dwt). This is a preowned, estate item in excellent
condition. Auction Code: S-13/18

